and the transmission angle, () is shown to be proportional to v2 Q is determined by 11 V, i.e, the voltage difference for networks where X >> R. Vl is greater than V 2 and machine A leads machine B by 0. Hence, there is a flow of power and reactive power for A to B (see figure 1 .
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It is seen that Id and hence P is determined by angle (J and Iq and hence Q mainly by V 1 -V 2 . In this case V 1 > V 2 and reactive power will flow from A to B. Hence, by controlling the excitation such as V 2 > V 1 reactive power flow is reversed (see figure 1.3 ).
The phasor diagram shows that if a scalar voltage difference exists across a largely reactive link, the reactive power flows towards the node of lower voltage. In other words, if there is a deficiency of reactive power at a point, this has to be supplied from the connecting lines and hence the voltage at that point falls. On the other hand, a surplus of reactive power generated (e.g. lightly loaded cables absorb leading or negative vars and hence generate positive vars)increases the voltage. This is a convenient way of ex· pressing the effect of the power factor of the transferred current and although it may be seen unfamiliar initially, the ability to think in terms of vars flows instead of exclusively with power factors and phasor diagrams, will make the study of power networks much easier.
If Q 2 is made to zero, then there will be no voltage drop between A and B. Assuming that V 1 is constant, consider the effect of keeping V 2 and hence the voltage drop V constant. From equation (1.1),
where K is a constant.
If this value of Q 2 does not exist naturally in the circuit, then it will have to be obtained by artificial means such as the connection at B of capacitors or inductors. If the value of the power changes from P 2 to P 2 1 and if V 2 remains constant, then the reactive power at B must change to Q 2 such as, (1.4) i.e. an increase in power causes no increase in reactive power. The change however is proportional to (R/X) which is normally small.
Relation Between Voltage, Power and Reactive Power At A Node.
A function <P with P and Q as its parameters defines the voltage at a node as,
In differential form, av av dV dp+_.dQ aP o·Q dP + dQ Hence,
For constant V and AV, RdP + XdQ = 0 and dQ = -:-(R/X)dP which is obtainable directly from differentiating equation (1.3) . At this juncture, oQj'~V is of greater interest to us. Equation 1.9, indicated the smaller the reactance associated with a node, the larger the value of oQjoV would be for a given voltage drop. An increase in the number of lines meeting at a node, will decrease the resultant reactance which would raise the value of oQjoV.
Reactive Compensation
In power system analysis, the execution of the load flow program will pinpoint the buses which suffer from under voltage. Bus voltage which is taken to be in the acceptable limits should meet this constraint.
To restore the system voltage profile to accomode constraint, reactive power is added to the buses concerned.
The methodology employed here seeks to establish the minimum injection needed and hence the most economical cost incurred.
The Most Sensitive Busbar And The Minimum Reactive Compensated Needed
In locating the most sensitive busbar and estimate the minimum reactive power needed for compensation , the MVAR -V relationship is used . 
To locate the most sensitive busbar, all the off-diagonal elements of busbars i, j, k and 1 from matrix [B"]-1 are summed up.
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Equations (2.5) to (2.8) are compared and assuming that sumk is maximum. Hence, busbar K is the most sensitive bus bar. In estimating the reactive power to be injected (i.e. t!i Qk) into bus bar K, elements which summed up into Sumk are compared. Assume that EE ik is the maximum. Hence
Taking V min as the lower limit B. Block B represents a steady state AC contigency evaluation procedure where contigencies specified are executed. In this block, the dynamics of the system is not considered. It represents the steady state condition after the onset of the contigency.
C. This block represents the node at which reactive compensation is provided. The most sensitive busbar is located by summing up all the columns of the off-diagonal elements of sparse matrix [B"]-1. The biggest sum corresponds to the most sensitive busbar.
D . This block represents the minimum reactive compensation provided at the most sensitive busbar to restore the voltage profile.
Conclusion
Minimum injection of reactive power at the most sensitive busbar can restore the system's voltage profile. This minimum reactive power when injected into other undervoltage busbars, were found to be
The most sensitive busbar method was tried on the IEEE 14 busbars system and the output are demonstrated in Appendix B.
CALCULATION OF SENDING AND RECEIVING VOLTAGES IN TERMS OF POWER AND REACTIVE POWER APPENDIX A
The arithmetic difference between the voltages at two points can be expressed in term of real and re· active power. Normally in power systems, power (P) and reactive power (Q) are known or specified.
A simple transmission link is shown in figure A. Ia. It is required to establish the equation for E, V and 8. 
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